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BACKGROUND
Volunteering has existed as long as society has, and it's what creates a sense of
belonging, diversity, and community. If something needs to be done or someone needs
help, people find a way to come together and do it.

Volunteerism is a fundamental pillar of the community in the Comox Valley. However,
there appears to be a disconnect between youth and the nonprofit sector, thus leading to
youth being unaware of opportunities that exist to volunteer and the nonprofit sector
being unsuccessful in engaging youth. With this, the Comox Valley Volunteer Connector
under the umbrella of the Comox Valley Chamber of Commerce embarked on a project
to help bridge the disconnect. Bringing together a team of young minds and working
towards a solution. In this project, youth learned to work as a team, conduct a survey and
facilitate community conversations, as well as prepare a report. The goal of this project is
to help build engagement with youth as volunteers in the community. Funding for the
Youth Engagement Project is provided by the Government of Canada through the
Canada-British Columbia Workforce Development Agreement.

METHODOLOGY
During this project, research was conducted to gain a global, national and provincial
perspective of youth volunteerism prior to delving into the regional perspective of the
Comox Valley. Two surveys were created, one targeted the nonprofit sector and one
targeted youth in the community. Three community conversations were hosted to gain a
broad perspective from youth and the non-profit sector.
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TEAM
This group of diverse and talented youth from the Comox Valley are the
young minds behind this project:

Cailyn Collins

Reese Douglas

Inquisitive, Reflective,

Compassionate,

Introverted

Hardworking, Kind

Cam HautcoeurBoyer
Lighthearted,
Inquisitive, Creative

Daruna Jean
Fearless, Ambitious,
Passionate

Chili LeblancWulff
Spontaneous,

Tristan Rendell
Earnest, Adventurous,
Tenacious

Motivated, Curious

Sofia Rivero

Drew Wooton

Zachary Rebitt

Curious, Hardworking,

Determined, Strong-

Academic,

and Compassionate

minded, Competitive

Hardworking, Athletic

Mentored by:

Carrera Teal
Volunteer
Coordinator, Comox
Valley Chamber
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BROADER PICTURE
It is important to look at volunteering at a provincial and national scale to understand
the status of youth volunteering in the Comox Valley.
In 2004, British Columbians volunteered more hours than other Canadians.[1]
Approximately 45 percent of British Columbians age 15 and over volunteered for a
nonprofit or charitable organization.[2]
In 2010, 58 percent of Canadians between the age of 15 and 24 years old volunteered
and 36 percent of seniors volunteered.[3] While more individuals between the age of 15
to 24 volunteered than seniors, they volunteered fewer hours (130 hours) compared to
seniors who volunteered 223 hours.[4] It was also noted that individuals were more likely
to volunteer as adults if they had engaged in volunteer work in their youth.[5]
When looking at the number of youth able to volunteer and the benefits for both the
community, it becomes apparent that the Comox Valley has much to gain. Giving youth
the ability to learn new skills, build their network, and become leaders. Thus, giving the
community a stronger network and the ability to diversify their perspectives on
community issues.

[1] Accessed March 30, 2021, http://sectorsource.ca/sites/default/files/resources/files/bc_highlights_report.pdf
[2] Accessed March 30, 2021, http://sectorsource.ca/sites/default/files/resources/files/bc_highlights_report.pdf
[3] Accessed March 30, 2021, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/11-008-x/2012001/article/11638-eng.htm#a7
[4] Accessed March 30, 2021, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/11-008-x/2012001/article/11638-eng.htm#a7
[5] Accessed March 30, 2021, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/11-008-x/2012001/article/11638-eng.htm#a7
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SURVEY - YOUTH
The

first

question

youth

participants

were

asked

to

answer

was

what

is

your

relationship to volunteering, which prompted three possible answers:
A. I volunteer or have volunteered;
B. I don’t volunteer, but I am interested in volunteering;
C. I don’t volunteer and I am uninterested in volunteering.
The participants were then directed to a page of ten questions depending on their
answer to the above question. This diversion considered the different internal
perspectives of youth volunteerism, and that posing certain questions was useful for
some youth and not applicable to others. Three separate question streams allowed for
a different focus on each group, rather than struggling to encapsulate all youth
participants by using questions too vague to garner useful data. This portion of the
survey had 44 respondents.

I do no volunteer and I am not interested in volunteering
9%
I have not volunteered but I am interested in volunteering
16%

I volunteer or have volunteered
75%
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Youth with prior volunteer experience were surveyed around their
experiences. These questions focused on what was encouraging youth to
volunteer rather than what wasn't, and how these methods can be improved
upon further. This part of the survey had 18 respondents.

Which of the following causes are related to your volunteer work?
Environmental Stewardship

Cultural and/or reconcilitation

Food, employment and/or housing

Gender equality, inclusion, and/or LGBT+ rights

Physical and/or mental health

Religious and/or spiritual beliefs

Other

0%

Age range of participants:

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Which of the following reasons makes
volunteering important to you?

I or someone I know is personally affected by the cause

18-24
33%

My family volunteers

My peers vounteer

13-17
67%

Networking and/or resume building

School volunteering requirements

Religious and/or spiritual beliefs

Supporting a political, environmental and/or social cause

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Have any of the following reasons ever prevented you from volunteering?
Age Restrictions
Dissatisfaction with a previous volunteer experience
Loss of interest
Physical or mental health
I had completed the volunteer hours required by my school
I lacked support and/or resources
I preferred to support a cause in a different way
I didn't know how to get involved
I have never been prevented from volunteering
Other
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Which of the following activities take up most of your time?
Caregiving

School

Work and/or looking for work

Recreational activities

Other

0%

25%

50%

75%

Where do you look for volunteer opportunities?
Online

In newspapers

I speak to peers and/or family

I speak to school advisors and/or teachers

Other

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%
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SURVEY - YOUTH
In your own words what encourages you to volunteer?

Helping out in the
community.
Knowing that change is
possible, and that it’ll
actually have an impact
on the world/society.
Getting out into the community and
interacting with my peers are big
motivators. I am a fairly introverted
person and have mostly kept to myself
over the years, but I do enjoy talking
and working with other people. I
started volunteering because I wanted
to get out of the house more, forge a
deeper connection to my community
and make more friends.
Desire to make the
community a
better place.

Is an opportunity to
pursue areas of interest
and gain experience in a
very hands-on, practical
way, while having an
opportunity to give back
to the
community/earth/public.
Have fun.

Knowing that someone
has been aided by my
volunteering.

Desire to make the
community a better
I like to volunteer for
fundraisers either for
charity, or for someone
else's benefit.
Helping people
makes me happy.

I enjoy helping
others.
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SURVEY - YOUTH
In your own words what discourages you from volunteering?

Loss of interest.

Talking to new people can be

Lack of information

somewhat of a challenge unless I

(ie; not knowing

have a friend with me to act

exactly what one

somewhat as a buffer for my first

would be getting

few interactions with new people

into).

before I'm familiar enough with
them to be comfortable
interacting with them on my own.

Lack of time/
transport/
need time for
I will never turn

schoolwork/

down an

extracurriculars.

opportunity to
volunteer as long
as I agree with the
morals behind the

Not having the

cause.

time.

Seeing volunteers
volunteering for no
reason, and showing no
respect for what they’re
Difficulty to get into it

trying to accomplish.

or not knowing the
specifics of the
volunteer work.

Unclear instructions,
lack in leadership
and supervision.

Not having enough
time because of
school or other
work.
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Youth with no volunteer experience but displayed an interest in volunteering were
questioned on what interested them and what prevented them from volunteering. Many
youth exhibit positive attitudes towards volunteerism, though many don’t volunteer
themselves. The survey sought to understand what could remove the barrier and empower
them to begin volunteering. This part of the survey had 6 respondents.

Which of the following causes are related to your volunteer work?
Environmental Stewardship

Cultural and/or reconcilitation

Food, employment and/or housing

Gender equality, inclusion, and/or LGBT+ rights

Physical and/or mental health

Religious and/or spiritual beliefs

Other

0

Age range of participants:

25

50

75

Which of the following reasons makes
volunteering important to you?

18-24
17%
I or someone I know is personally affected by the cause

My family volunteers

My peers vounteer

Networking and/or resume building

School volunteering requirements

13-17
83%
Religious and/or spiritual beliefs

Supporting a political, environmental and/or social cause

Other

0

25

50

75
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Have any of the following reasons ever prevented you from volunteering?
Age Restrictions

Someone I know is dissatisfied with a previous volunteer experience

Physical or mental health

I don't have the time

I lack support and/or resources

I prefer to support cuases in a different way

I don't know how to get involved

Nothing prevents me from volunteering

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Which of the following activities take up most of your time?
Caregiving

School

Work and/or looking for work

Recreational activities

Other

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

If you have looked for volunteer opportunities in the past,
where did you look?
Online

In newspapers

I speak to peers and/or family

I speak to school advisors and/or teachers

Other

0%

20%

40%

60%
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SURVEY - YOUTH
In your own words what would encourage you to volunteer?

Any opportunity to
volunteer in my

If I can build upon

community would

my resume so that I

encourage me,

have more job

especially if it’s

opportunities.

regarding mental health,
childcare, or public
service.

Good experience
and helping a
cause, school and
work requirements,
personal interest.
The people.

In your own words what would help you overcome what prevents you from
volunteering?

Volunteering
somewhere else
for a cause I see
as righteous.
Perhaps try to do some
volunteering work within
school, search up some
volunteering offers within
my town and take the
initiative.
Having more opportunities in
my community open to
students and are nearby
would help with overcoming
my lack of volunteer
experience.
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Participants that answered with no experience and disinterest in
volunteering were surveyed for their perspective and opinions surrounding
youth volunteerism. One of the most crucial questions was which of the
following reasons are related to why you don’t volunteer? As it tackled the
issue head-on - what created the gap between them and community
contribution? This part of the survey had 5 respondents.

Which of the following reasons are related to why you don't volunteer?
I feel as though I as an individual will make no impact

Physical an/or mental health

I don't have time

I lack support and/or resources

I prefer to support a cause in a different way

Other

0%

Age range of participants:
18-24
20%

25%

50%

75%

Which of the following activities take up
most of your time?
Caregiving

School

13-17
80%

Work and/or looking for work

Recreational activities

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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SURVEY - YOUTH
Do any of the following people in your life volunteer?
Family

Peers

Coworkers

Mentors

Nobody in my life

0%

25%

50%

75%

Can you list any volunteer organizations
you are aware of?
Yes
25%

On a scale of 1-5, how likely are you
to volunteer in the next 5 years?

No
75%
Average response:
3

On a scale of 1-5, how valuable of a volunteer
do you think you would be?

Average response:
4
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SURVEY NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
Nonprofit organizations were surveyed around a variety of factors. The first few questions in the
nonprofit survey gauged interest in youth volunteerism. There are a variety of opinions on youth found
within the sector. Some organizations are desperate to engage youth, while others hold beliefs that
youth volunteers won’t benefit their organization to the same degree as older volunteers, as well as
others are bound by age restrictions due to the nature of their work. The survey had 36 respondents.

Which reasons would you say prevent your organization
the most from engaging youth volunteers?
Age Restrictions

Time commitment

Recruitment Challenges

Transportation Issues

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

In your own words:
I work in a heavily regulated/compliance organization
At times, youth won't commit to a certain date and time.
Sometimes, there are barriers to get to the activity as many don't
drive and are dependent on parents.
Our volunteer needs are quite sophisticated and require significant
knowledge of the organization, and what we do to support the
community. Training would be extensive. Our adult Board members
indicate that it takes them at a minimum of 2 years to get a full
understanding of the organization.
We are a volunteer group with no hires. We have a minimum age
requirement, we have some major training requirements and we do
not have regular times except for Wednesday evenings. We do,
however, try to offer a youth program, every two years to coincide
with spring break.
At this point, COVID is the largest hurdle in creating volunteer
opportunities for Youth, especially as the number of active cases
increases in our area.
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SURVEY NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
Following this, nonprofit organizations were asked about their success with youth volunteers thus far,
along with their practices around youth engagement and the challenges they face. Appreciating what
nonprofit organizations are already doing to bring youth into their organization gives a better idea of
what methods they are utilizing, and comparatively, which methods haven’t been utilized yet.

Have you had success
recruiting youth volunteers
in the past?

In your own words, what contributed to this?
Lots of engagement with them. Attending their
meetings. E-mailing them with opportunities to
volunteer.
Limited opportunities and transportation

No
26.3%

I don't believe the organization has attempted to
recruit youth as volunteers.
A few youth have volunteered in areas of high interest
(e.g. Parks/Trails, Fire Department), but recruiting
youth volunteers has not over-all been a high priority
for the organization.
Connecting with schools through work experience
counsellors spreading the word and presentations/info
tables at lunch
Advertising in the schools, newspaper, facebook. Fun
activities, special events
In the past we have had youth working on events and
festivals, working on exhibitions, and in our Coop

Yes
73.7%

student offerings. They are attractive volunteer
opportunities. None of these things are in place during
the pandemic
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

Youth in the Comox Valley have so much to gain from volunteering within the community. As expressed
in this conversation, volunteering for youth often serves as a functional bridge into the workforce. By
engaging in volunteer opportunities, youth can put their name out into the community and develop their
network in a way that few other opportunities can compare to. In addition to these networks, youth can
learn valuable skills that they can carry with them throughout their careers. These skills are often ones
that aren’t accessible to youth otherwise. Lastly, since the Comox Valley is known for being a relatively
small and closely-knit community, it was noted that volunteering gives youth a chance to give back.
It would be unfair to outright say that the community has more to gain from youth than the inverse, but
the consensus from this conversation cafe definitely pointed in that direction. It was voiced that
volunteering is crucial for the Comox Valley, as it allows for the community to retain programs that
would not otherwise be possible. In reference to youth volunteering, the need runs even deeper. Several
nonprofit organizations in the Comox Valley are in agreement that fresh perspectives are needed to
progress their visions. Traditional systems and structures are no longer the most efficient, nor do they
take these organizations in the direction they want. Nonprofit organizations in the Comox Valley that
have made an effort to onboard youth claim that the benefits were evident such as bringing in
knowledge around technology, as well as a fun and fresh perspective.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

After exploring the need for youth volunteerism in the Comox Valley, the next question in this
conversation aimed to explore how youth volunteerism could be promoted. Key ideas brought forward
include:

Listening to youth. One participant emphasized the need to listen to what youth have to say.

Clearly defining what the volunteer - nonprofit organizations relationship is. Youth are often
unaware of the benefits of volunteering and the commitment (or lack thereof) required unless they
have had prior volunteering experiences. Some nonprofit organizations have concerns about a lack
of commitment from youth and a potentially large training time investment. Clearly defining the
volunteer/ nonprofit relationship could both spur more youth to volunteer.

Bring in a group appeal by allowing to bring a friend or pairing with another volunteer of similar
age.

Where possible, allow for career exploration and work experience in volunteer opportunities.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

Volunteering provides individuals with the opportunity to make a difference in other people's lives, as
well as their own. It offers the opportunity to give back to the community, while simultaneously
developing social skills and important work experience. Time and time again volunteering was cited as
a driving force behind the conversation’s attendees’ hope and love for the people around them. The
positive results of volunteerism remained similar for everyone - but what drew individuals towards
volunteerism was different for each person.
Inspiration to volunteer comes in many forms. Stated by some was the desire to build relationships and
networks with members of their community. For others, it was the wish to create an uplifting sense of
belonging. Many brought forth that they sought a sense of value and importance in their lives, and
others believed in pushing for change. In any case, the individual’s feelings were enough to connect
them with others of similar aspirations and to begin down the path of volunteerism.
Much like the inspiration to volunteer, no two volunteering experiences were the same. For every unique
positive experience in volunteerism, there was a unique improvement that could be made. When asked
what could improve their volunteering experience, attendees spoke of creating roles for youth, stating
that youth bring a fresh perspective to a group setting. Better involving positive people who are
passionate about their cause was also encouraged by conversation-goers. A member who upkeeps
enthusiasm for a cause brings an infectious vibrancy to an organization that creates a better volunteer
environment for all.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

The influence of technology on volunteering has positives and negatives. As digital volunteering is a
relatively new concept, specialized software training may be a hindrance. In addition to this,
technology may take away from the feeling of connection and productivity that many associate with inperson volunteering. Other considerations include a lack of attendance for digital volunteers, the fact
that some jobs cannot be done online, a difference in what is learned from the volunteer experience,
and the unfamiliarity of digital volunteering to many nonprofit organizations.
Despite these negatives, technology is here to stay and will continue to improve with the new wave of
the future. Technology has brought convenience to all parts of lives and, therefore, should bring similar
benefits to youth volunteering. Technology makes volunteering more accessible because it allows for
coordination between volunteer hubs and nonprofit organizations, as well as teams of volunteers.
Technology makes it easier to spread important information and advertise volunteer opportunities.
Some other positives include mutual aid connection, more volunteer engagement by using social media
platforms, and the fact that distance is no longer an issue when volunteering digitally. In addition to
this, the lasting effects of COVID-19 will require digital volunteering for some time. Technology allows
individuals to connect and even volunteer while staying physically safe.
The younger generations have grown up in a tech-filled world and are well-suited to volunteer positions
involving technology because they will have the ability to be involved in what they are good at. As many
organizations and nonprofits are run by people who haven’t grown up with technology, youth can be
utilized to support the organization and mitigate the issues that come with a lack of technology. They
are willing to help and are good teachers for people without technological skills.
In order to get started, proposals for digital volunteer opportunities could be put forward to encourage
volunteers, specifically youth, to get involved. This report can also be used in support of digital
volunteering; it in itself can propose ways for nonprofit organizations to engage youth in volunteer roles.
One last consideration is the idea that brands and celebrities could be used as leverage to attract
people into volunteering, including digital volunteering.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

The community envisioned a future where youth and nonprofit organizations unite to support each
other, to grow together, and to overall foster a vibrant volunteer community where youth volunteerism is
not in question anymore.
It became apparent that when projecting into the future, it’s crucial to recognize the role technology
will have and how it relates to the community’s vision of youth volunteerism. Technology will continue to
advance and be an extremely influential aspect of everyday life. Some ways to incorporate technology
into youth volunteerism include digital volunteering and digital mentorship. Both offer real-life learning
opportunities to strengthen tangible skills for youth, while simultaneously helping nonprofit organizations
in the process.
Technology also garners attention for its potential in connecting volunteers and nonprofit
organizsations. Whether this is through advertising, social media, or being able to connect with
communities that would otherwise be unreachable, technology could expand that reach in all
directions.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

In a technological age, social media influences how society’s perspectives, values and beliefs are
structured - it forms how an individual relates, and what or who an individual relates to. It creates a
narrative viewed by the whole world. Should nonprofits step into this narrative, a new perspective on
volunteerism could be reached.
Advertising what volunteering has already accomplished in the valley and building a platform based on
this to raise awareness around nonprofits could be the first task. From here, bringing in the relatability
aspect by ‘humanizing’ organizations and appealing to the youth demographic may be as simple as
appointing youth ambassadors. A youth ambassador could lead by example and further engage their
peers in volunteerism.
Social media interacts with many demographics, especially youth. Its algorithms are tailored to bring a
user’s interest to them, connecting them to new people, media, projects, organizations and knowledge.
It also brings these connections out of the networks they’d typically circulate in real life, spreading them
to new networks. The many tools available in each app allow for multi-pronged approaches to
volunteer engagement, and every app has its unique audience. To best utilize social media to the
benefit of nonprofits, all of this must be taken into consideration and used to its fullest advantage, and
to ensure youth interest, a youth perspective will always be required.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION
Communication is a vital element to creating new
opportunities, and making sure you are in touch with the
members of your community is the first step in
developing these opportunities. We all need to make
sure that we are asking questions to others around us,
and ourselves.
Often youth look for an incentive, it can be what drives
people to do something, and from an outsider's
perspective, volunteering can appear pointless and
unbeneficial. If we want to bring younger members of
the community into the nonprofit world, we may need to
broadcast incentives. These incentives could be a letter
of reference, something to put on a resume (for
example, “has experience with a cash register”), a free
shirt, or anything that may appeal to the people you are
looking to recruit. Once somebody has had this
experience they may come to realize how enjoyable it
really is, and then continue to volunteer and provide for
the community
Achievement is something that people crave and
desire, and it's important that we keep that desire
ignited with volunteering. We need to make sure that
with every volunteer experience comes a sense of pride
and self-esteem. If we don't emphasize the idea of
achievement, then people won't want to come back for
more.
Navigating the social aspects of a workplace can be a
challenging experience and sometimes very
intimidating. Volunteering can provide a training
ground to develop your social and soft skills in
preparation for future career related skills. Think of
volunteering as a test run where you can learn in a safe
GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING

space and find your path.
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

As we all know, both volunteering and paid employment offer things that the other doesn’t. It seems as
though there are more points leaning towards the benefit of volunteering, but employment has large,
hard to overlook benefits as well.
A big plus for volunteering is the overall atmosphere and welcomeness that is involved. Volunteering
also offers a broader range of opportunities for skill-building in both the present and future. Along with
this, volunteering provides a gateway into new experiences as well as other employment options.

Both have the incentive to apply yourself but it comes in different forms. With volunteering, it is seeing
your work pay off and make a difference in someone's life. While with employment incentive comes
from what is expected of you, not necessarily from what you are accomplishing. Depending on the
situation, there could be a lack of encouragement in the workplace; whereas with volunteering you are
often always solving a problem and are incredibly valued.
You are able to build a foundation for your future in either of these choices, but they offer different
benefits. It is commonly felt that in volunteering there is more of a feeling of self-worth, but does that
outway paid employment? Doing both will make the most of every resource available to you.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION

Volunteering not only leads successfully towards employment, but it is also inspiring to be a part of
something meaningful. It allows youth to stay connected as a community, and it connects them to a
cause, which results in a more engaging volunteer experience.
The variety of volunteer learning experiences that are accessible for youths can have a huge impact on
benefitting employment because it allows youth to fully develop and discover potential skills. It leads to
creating relationships in enjoyable fields, and it motivates youth to pursue further career goals.
Volunteering is a huge indicator of commitment and dedication, which is much needed in order to
become a successful employee. Most importantly, it prepares you to efficiently manage upcoming
challenges in future career goals.
Volunteerism is fulfilling and teaches many valuable skills that later on benefit youth in so many ways, it
exposes them to a significant amount of learning experiences for a better understanding of future
career paths, helps improve the connection within the community and successfully leads towards
benefiting employment.

GRAPHIC RECORDINGS BY JILL BANTING
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CONCLUSION
There were many valuable takeaways from the research in the projects. Some key aspects
included:
Facebook is not widely used by youth, so perhaps not the best method to
communicate volunteer opportunities if wanting to target youth.
Create youth ambassador positions to help promote a nonprofit organization and its
volunteer opportunities. Also, a great way to add a different perspective to a
nonprofit organization.
Achievement is an important motivator. Youth want to know they are accomplishing
something important for their community. It also helps lead to a sense of belonging.
Youth also find it inspiring to be part of something meaningful, so targeting an
organization's story to include why a volunteer role is so important and how it will help
is very valuable.
Communicate volunteer opportunities with your network, organizations such as the
Chamber of Commerce, and local schools as youth look to their peers and those that
they respect such as family members, teachers or mentors to find opportunities to
engage in their communities.
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